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New: red countdown display now vehicle-actuated

Mobile traffic lights take care of our safety at roadworks

with a changed road layout. The construction work often

means that only a narrow carriageway remains available

to road users. Traffic flowing in each direction has to be

guided safely through the roadworks at reduced speed.

The narrower lane width means that unfortunately,

waiting times at the traffic lights are almost inevitable,

even with vehicle-actuated control and green phase

extension.

Here it is important for road users to know how long the

red phase will last so that they will keep faith in the

mobile traffic light system. Those who presume that a

longer wait means the traffic lights have failed and

simply drive into the blocked bottleneck against the red

light will put themselves and others at risk!

We have therefore added a revolutionary new

development to our popular red countdown display,

which in the past only worked in fixed phase mode.

Now for the first time, the waiting time can also be

displayed as an absolute innovation for vehicle-actuated

control of alternating one-way traffic, T-junctions and

crossroads. Even in a variable green phase extension,

road users will see directly at the Berghaus traffic light

how long they have to wait for the next green phase.

The red countdown display VA is fitted next to the red

light as a clear indication that it refers to the red phase.

Mobile road restraint systems at roadworks, such as our

narrow, high-containment ProTec family of crash

barriers, prevent users from leaving the carriageway and

heading into oncoming traffic and make it essentially

safer to work on site.

To keep vehicles moving at roadworks, it may be

necessary to take the traffic through a lane onto the

oncoming carriageway because the actual directional

carriageway is being resurfaced. To keep the contraflow

traffic reliably separated, the individual crash barrier

elements are connected by force-fit transitions and,

depending on the requirements and extent of the road-

works, they will often stretch over several kilometres.

But in an emergency, it is frequently necessary to

provide rapid access to the scene of an accident for the

fire brigade, emergency services and police particularly

in such special traffic flow areas in order to provide

effective help and assistance even in the confined

roadworks situation.

ProTec-Tor 120 – rapid access for emergency services

At the end of April, colleagues in the AVS

Overath branch in Euskirchen said goodbye to

their long-standing co-worker Gabriele

Brussog who retired after a working life

covering more than 40 years.

For 15 years, Ms Brussog was the heart and

soul in the secretariat of the Euskirchen

branch in the field traffic safety, with her kind,

motherly manner making her extremely

popular with the colleagues. It was with a

sumptuous, extended breakfast brunch that

she said goodbye to her colleagues on her last

day at work.

The whole AVS team wishes her all the best

for this new season in her life, with plenty of

time for travelling, carnival and hobbies!

Constanze Schorr was introduced and

welcomed as her direct successor in the

Euskirchen AVS team.

Well-deserving AVS em-

ployee takes retirement

It is controlled directly by the mobile Berghaus traffic

light. On request, the three-digit red LED display can be

blanked out for the last five seconds of the red phase so

that road users focus on the red light again without being

provoked into making a racing start.

The vehicle-actuated red countdown display ensures

that road users are kept up-to-date about the red phase

and are much more willing to wait.

Both CEOs Axel Keller (on the left) and Andreas

Schwingeler wished Gabriele Brussog all the best for

her well-deserved retirement.
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The ProTec-Tor 120 – rapid access for emergency

services allows for the mobile crash barrier to be opened

quickly and easily without needing any tools.

Striking visual signs and a different pattern for the

side reflectors make the ProTec-Tor clearly visible for

the emergency services. The rapid access point can

also be marked with a number or mileage indication.

Brief instructions on the element explain how to

loosen the force-fit transition by hand in five easy

steps so that the mobile crash barrier opens up easily

like two large wing gates, with crank support.

The wing gates run on extendible rollers with a hinged

opening of up to 180° in either direction. The hinge

system even permits space-saving positioning of the

opened ProTec-Tor elements parallel to the line of

crash barriers.

In just a few seconds, this creates a large rapid access

point for emergency services in the mobile crash barrier,

without needing any tools.



New edition: Schilder-Scout, your practical aid

Save the date:
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After being briefly out of print, the 6th edition of our

popular and often sought-after „Schilder-Scout“ (Sign

Scout) is now available once more as the practical aid

that fits in your pocket.

On 56 pages, it features more than 500 illustrations and

descriptions of all currently valid German road signs,

together with useful practical tips and instructions for

simple, robust roadworks signage and for mobile traffic

lights.

The Sign Scout makes it easy for example to find the

necessary Berghaus sign stands for tested stable installa-

tion according to the stipulations of the TL

Mounting Devices, to go with

the road signs specified in

the Highway Code or in the

traffic regulation plan.

The system is simple to

understand with coloured dots

for clear and correct allocation

and selection of the right

mounting device.

We also give a brief look at our

extensive product range from A

to Z, with mobile traffic light

systems and mounting devices,

mobile crash barriers, mobile

warning trailers and LED pre-

warners through to double LED

warning lights, made in Germany.

Innovative traffic technology from

a single source.

Safety by Berghaus!

On request, we will gladly supply our customers with

free individual copies of the 6th edition of the Sign

Scout, although we do make a nominal charge for larger

quantities of this practical pocket aid.

If you are a company dealing in traffic technology or a

service provider for traffic safety systems and want to

give your customers your "own" Sign Scout, it is

naturally also possible to produce our Sign Scout in an

individual cover customised for your company while

keeping the same contents. Minimum quantities in this

case amount to 1,000 each. We look forward to your

enquiry!

Schilder-Scout (Sign Scout) the practical pocket aid measuring just 7.5 x 15 cm. The 6th

edition is now available hot off the press from Berghaus - as long as stocks last.

On 8 and 9 March 2017, the IVSt (Industrial

Association for Roadside Equipment) will be

holding the 8th German Highway Equipment

Conference in Congress-Centrum Ost at Koelnmesse

in Cologne.

For the first time, the event which is taking place

under the auspices of the Federal Minister of

Transport and Digital Infrastructure will be

accompanied by a trade show in a large exhibition

hall. This gives those attending the conference an

opportunity to obtain information directly on site

about interesting products and innovations in traffic

technology, as the conference rooms and exhibition

hall 11.1 are right next to each other.

Key topics at the conference will once again include

road markings, traffic safety, road signs and restraint

systems. The DeuSAT 2017 in Cologne will also be

looking at how highway equipment will be affected

by automated driving, together with related legal

aspects. Changes have been made to the structure of

the event so that there will now only be two working

groups taking place at the same time, in order to offer

more possibilities for attending more than just one

specific topic. Professional training for various

topics will also be on offer.

Despite the enlarged framework, the German

Highway Equipment Conference will remain an

event of professional relevance and short distances,

with a clear focus on inspiring topics, interesting

information about current products and services

while also providing an opportunity for sharing with

colleagues.

The programme for the DeuSAT 2017 will soon be

presented on the website

Please save the date for this event on 8 and 9 March

2017 and visit the 8th German Highway Equipment

Conference in Cologne, where you will find us at our

exhibition stand.

www.deusat.de

Many thanks for visiting us in Amsterdam

At the INTERTRAFFIC 2016, the world's Number 1

trade fair for the transport and traffic industry held at the

start of April in Amsterdam, around 800 exhibitors from

47 different countries once again came together to

present their innovations and new products. More than

30,000 interested branch experts from 134 countries

used this opportunity over four days to find out about

innovative products and services. They came to our

stand too. In collaboration with our colleagues from the

AVS Traffic Safety Group, our joint stand in hall 1

consisted without exception of innovations from our

own development and production.

Under the heading of mobile traffic light technology, we

presented the first red countdown display for vehicle-

actuated control of alternating one-way traffic, T-

junctions and crossroads. For the first time, this new

development now informs road users of the waiting time

also in the green phase extension mode which is mostly

used at roadworks.

There was also great interest in the new EPB 24 traffic

light controllers for local control of up to 24 groups with

96 fully monitored signal heads. The master and slave

system permits minimum cabling for roadworks traffic

light junctions compared to conventional technology.

There was also a great response for the new mobile

crash barrier ProTec 50 City for use in the urban setting.

The narrow, easily handled elements of just 2 m in length

weighing only 23.5 kg/m clearly separate roadworks

from the flow of traffic. In contrast to chains of beacons,

ProTec 50 City also reliably prevents cyclists or

pedestrians from wandering aimlessly through the

roadworks. Successfully tested according to the strict

stipulations of DIN EN 1317 for 80 km/h (T1/W2), the

ProTec 50 City offers even greater protection at the

reduced speed of 30 or 50 km/h that usually applies in

urban roadworks.

The ProTec 121 mobile crash barrier, which is a further

development of the proven ProTec 120, was presented at

the INTERTRAFFIC for the first time and convinced

trade visitors from Germany and abroad straight away

with its containment level of T3 and ideal effective range

of W1.

Many thanks to all interested visitors, customers and

business partners who came to our exhibition stand for

the many interesting discussions and new contacts, and

for the great interest shown once again in our

innovations!



Berghaus mobile traffic light defuses accident black spot – even without roadworks
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Sometimes it is appropriate to make swift use of mobile

traffic light technology by Berghaus even without

roadworks in the immediate vicinity, and not just if

stationary traffic lights have failed or construction work

and diversions need a changed road layout.

For example, at the end of June there was a need to rapid-

ly defuse an accident black spot in the rural district of

Cham (Bavaria). Time and again a T-junction on a busy

main road was the scene of repeated traffic accidents,

with people unfortunately also being injured.

At the request of the road traffic authorities, which also

stipulated the signal phases, our customer Ludwig

Verkehrssicherung from Untermeitungen installed a

mobile Berghaus traffic light system at the dangerous

T-junction within just two days. With traffic lights

controlling the junction, the accident black spot has now

been efficiently defused.

Berghaus Traffic Technology customers can get all

the components for temporary traffic light systems from

a single source - from the mobile crossroads controller

via cables, overhead masts, mounting devices, LED

traffic light signal heads, holders, pedestrian push-

buttons, radar and camera detectors for vehicle-

actuated control through to the traffic light programming

software, which also produces the phase plans needed in

accordance with the traffic law directives.

Our modular components can be used in next-to-no time

to produce traffic control solutions with mobile traffic

light systems that are specially customised to the

particular traffic situation.

Unfortunately, the signal phases are often specified by

authorities who are not adequately familiar with the

extensive possibilities offered by our mobile traffic light

systems so that often only fixed times are stipulated.

But the vehicle-actuated option in particular is one of

the outstanding strengths of our mobile traffic light

systems, adjusting automatically to the current traffic

volumes in every cycle.

It goes without saying that the closure or narrowing of a

lane can cause restrictions that often lead to traffic

congestion. But this is precisely the situation where

automatic control of the traffic flow is necessary at least

to minimise the inevitable waiting times for road users.

Our technical experts are always available to assist

engineering consultants and authorities with informati-

on about what is technically feasible before the signal

phase specifications are drawn up.

On request, our mobile crossroads controllers are also

rated for remote control and remote maintenance, using

the GSM mobile phone network for secure access to

the remote traffic light controller almost as if the

technician were directly on the spot. It is thus possible to

support the service team on site or to make new adjust-

ments to the programmed signal workflows within just

a few minutes.

Optional features also include a mobile camera system.

The pan/tilt camera permits a practically all-round view

of the current traffic situation at the roadworks. The tech-

nician or road traffic authorities can obtain an overview

of the situation on site at any time thanks to live images

received through the internet, either from the comfort of

the office, in the service depot or when out on the road. In

combination with the remote maintenance option, the

authorised user can then respond directly to the current

traffic situation. It is thus possible for example to adjust

the green phases or to proceed with a manual changeover

of the program for the mobile traffic lights, in line with

normal practice in traffic control centres for stationary

systems.

Mobile traffic light systems from a single course: crossroads controller including modular masts, base pedestal, LED traffic light signal

heads, cables and camera detectors for vehicle-actuated control. The mobile T-junction system was installed and commissioned in just

two days to immediately defuse an accident black spot on a busy main road.

Over the next four years, the A10 Berlin Ring motorway

is being upgraded from six to eight lanes over a length of

8 km between the Potsdam and Nuthetal intersections.

The corresponding traffic safety contract was awarded

to AVS, with the stipulation that the previous six lanes

must be kept open to traffic even during the construction

work. In this particular context, traffic safety means

more than just keeping the traffic moving on the

motorway. For example, additional supports have to be

provided for some of the bridges during the construction

work, as shown here for example near the Michendorf

junction where the main B2 road is also affected. Traffic

safety is provided at this point by our very narrow mobile

ProTec 120 crash barriers with a structural width of just

30 cm (planning relevant width: 14 cm), with a special

top element.

A splashproof visual screen and security element has

been developed for the proven ProTec 120 crash barrier

system. The top element is simply fitted onto the mobile

crash barrier and screwed firmly in position.

This offers additional protection for both the public

roadway and for the actual roadworks that are cordoned

off by the crash barrier.

Installation of the approx. 500 mm high splashproof

visual screen and security element gives the mobile road

restraint system a total height of about 1,100 mm above

the road surface.

Traffic is protected from possible construction site

hazards, such as the danger of parts flying around, which

is always a risk during demolition work, when the road

surface is being milled, or during high-pressure cleaning

work.

Multiple protection for ProTec 120: splashproof visual screen and security element

At the same time, it

is harder for passing

traffic to see into the

roadworks. Road

users for example

are often unneces-

sarily distracted by

particularly "specta-

cular" construction

work. The risk of

rear-impact collisi-

ons is thus reduced.

The use of ProTec's

splashproof visual

screen and security

element also helps to improve health and safety aspects

for the workers on site. It effectively prevents workers

from inadvertently falling over the crash barrier into the

flow of traffic, for example when walking backwards or

stumbling over a hindrance. At the same time, it also

reduces the suction effect of passing trucks.

The splashproof visual screen and security element is

attached firmly to the mobile ProTec 120 crash barrier.

The stability (wind load) of the resulting unit has been

tested by a publicly certified expert (graduate civil

engineer).

Mobile ProTec 120 crash barrier with mounted splashproof

visual screen and security element for protecting the bridge

supports on the A10 motorway / B2 main road in Michendorf,

Brandenburg.



Trainee road maintenance workers visit AVS Overath

A group of around 50 trainees and their instructors from

the Hessen Mobil Training Centre in Rotenburg/Fulda

took a look behind the scenes at a company of traffic

safety professionals and watched mobile crash barriers

being produced.

An excursion brought the first-year trainee road

maintenance workers and trainee road and traffic tech-

nology specialists to visit theAVS site in Overath.

The two CEOs Axel Keller and Andreas Schwingeler

welcomed the youngsters and presented the AVS Group

with its various spheres of business and main areas of

activity.

Following this introduction, the guests took a look

among others at the production of mobile ProTec crash

barriers and investigated the yard covering around

22,000 m² with its storage areas for rental equipment,

including different types of mobile crash barriers, TL

beacons, road signs and diversion signage, various

traffic light systems and much more besides. The mobile

warning trailers used by AVS in Hessen are equipped

with a data system for dynamic positioning of roadworks

(DORA), making them part of the smart management

concept for one-day roadworks.

The AVS CEOs gave the trainees explanations for the

production and workflow processes, including among

others loading and assembly of mobile crash barriers,

stable installation of temporary signage, applying road

markings in roadworks and the use of mobile traffic

lights.

And so the guests gained an insight into the daily work of

a professional traffic safety service provider. The

trainees became aware of both differences and similari-

ties, including for example the dangers of working on

motorway roadworks, the challenge of ever shorter

construction periods and the trend to shift working times

to those parts of the day with less traffic, together with

the constant problem of suitable weather conditions. All

this demands outstanding organisation and scheduling,

as well as good cooperation with the road maintenance

depots.

After the interesting visit atAVS, the trainees and their in-

structors carried on just a few miles down the road to the

BASt (Federal Highway Research Institute) at Bergisch

Gladbach.

In its General Road Construction Circular No. 08/2016,

the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital

Infrastructure (BMVI) informs that the phrase

"planning-relevant width" (planning width) used

hitherto is being deleted from the

In future, the corresponding regulations will only refer to

"structural width". The list of mobile road restraint sys-

tems kept by the BASt (Federal Highway Research

Institute) will also be amended accordingly.

After deleting the planning-relevant width, section 1

of the is to be

amended with the phrase "structural width" and Fig. 1 as

follows:

TL Mobile Road

Restraint Systems 97.

TL Mobile Road Restraint Systems 97

The structural width of a mobile road restraint system re-

fers to the total width of the structure at the widest point

(See Fig. 1).

Detailed information about our mobile crash barriers

(road restraint systems) is available on the internet at:

www.mobile-schutzwaende.de

BMVI: structural width replac-

es planning-relevant width
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Excursion to AVS Overath: trainee road maintenance workers and trainee road and traffic technology specialists working for Hessen

Mobil took a look at the work of a company of renowned traffic safety professionals.

New T3/W1 crash barrier ProTec 121 in use

The new mobile crash barrier ProTec 121 presented as an

innovation at the INTERTRAFFIC in April has now

been used for the first time on the main B277 road near

Dillenburg.

ProTec 121 is a further development of the long-standing

proven ProTec 120 crash barrier. It is based on the stan-

dard frame and is installed with a newly developed stand

system. The ProTec 121 crash barrier was successfully

tested in 2015 in several impact tests according to the

European standards for various containment levels.

It is worth giving a special mention to the test results for

the most frequently demanded containment level T3

with the lowest effective range W1. Particularly in road

layouts which often have only very slight safety margins

between flowing traffic and roadworks, the new ProTec

121 crash barrier with its minimum impact displacement

offers the best possible protection for workers on site.

The ideal effective range W1 also makes it easier to fulfil

the work and safety margins for roadworks as frequently

required and checked by health and safety authorities

and the employers' liability insurance associations.

Other advantages of the new ProTec 121 at a glance:

very slight structural width of just 24 cm

quick and easy installation of the individual elements

force-fit transition between the elements warranted

simply by fitting the 10 m standard elements together

no additional screwed connections necessary

wide opening to let dirt and water through with high

ground clearance warranted even for longer installati-

on periods, therefore no aquaplaning risk

As the first branch in the AVS Group, AVS Wetzlar has

been using the new ProTec 121 mobile crash barrier with

the required T3/W1 criteria successfully since June at

�

�

�

�

�

road

surface

structural width

Fig. 1: Diagram of a mobile road restraint system

two roadworks under the auspices of Hessen Mobil.

Other projects are currently undergoing preparation in

Hessen, NRW, Lower Saxony and Hamburg.
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